
F I N R A  I N V E S T OR  E D U C A T I ON  F OU N D A T I ON  
B E S H E A R S ,  C H O I ,  L A I B S O N ,  A N D  M A D R I A N   

Many Americans invest in mutual funds, but they 

may not understand what they are investing in.  

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 

requires that mutual fund companies give inves-

tors a statutory prospectus in order to educate 

people about their mutual funds. The prospec-

tuses sometimes run hundreds of pages in length 

and contain complex financial terms and legal lan-

guage. Due in part to these factors, two-thirds of 

investors do not read the prospectus before pur-

chasing mutual fund shares. 

  Motivated by these concerns, the SEC recently proposed and adopted a new 

simplified summary of the prospectus. Mutual funds can now send investors a 

two to four page document, or the “Summary Prospectus,” instead of the 

lengthy statutory prospectus. Like the statutory prospectus, the Summary 

Prospectus contains key information about the mutual fund’s investment ob-

jectives, strategies, risks, costs, and performance. The SEC is hoping the 

“proposal will improve investors’ ability to make informed investment deci-

sions and, therefore, lead to increased efficiency and competitiveness of the 

U.S. capital markets.” However, to our knowledge there has been no direct 

study of how the Summary Prospectus would change investors’ choices. Our 

research attempts to fill that gap. 

HOW  DOES  S IMPLIFIED  D ISCLOSURE  AFFECT  
INDIVIDUALS ’  MUTUAL  FUND  CHOICES?   

Two-thirds of investors do not 

read the prospectus before 

purchasing mutual fund 

shares  
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 We recruited 186 non-faculty Harvard employees from the ranks of the administra-

tive, professional, clerical and technical staff. 

 Each participant was randomly assigned to one of three information conditions: 

 1.  Participants received only the funds’ statutory prospectuses. 

2.  Participants received only the funds’ Summary Prospectuses, which we con-

structed using the specifications in the SEC’s original Summary Prospectus 

proposal. 

3.  Participants received the Summary Prospectuses but could additionally re-

quest the statutory prospectuses (a request that only a few of the subjects 

in this condition actually made). 

 Each participant in all of the information conditions had to make investment choices 

for two hypothetical $100,000 portfolios. One portfolio could only be invested among 

stock mutual funds; the other could only be invested among bond mutual funds. 

 Participants were randomly assigned to receive one of ten mutual fund menus, each 

consisting of four stock funds and four bond funds. Each menu had two stock funds 

and two bond funds with a front-end load, and two stock funds and two bond funds 

with no front-end load. 

 Participants were instructed to allocate their investment across as many or as few 

funds as they desired with two constraints: 

1. They had to allocate exactly $100,000 in total. 

2. They had to satisfy the minimum opening balance requirement for any fund 

to which they made an allocation, just as they would when making a real 

investment in these funds. 

 Each participant was randomly assigned into one of two investment horizons: one 

month, or one year. At the end of the investment period, the portfolio would be liqui-

dated, incurring any fees that would apply from this liquidation. For each participant, 

we randomly chose one of the two portfolios and paid him or her 0.1% of the portfo-

lio's final liquidation value. 

 Participants also completed a questionnaire that included demographic and financial 

literacy questions. 
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THE  EXPERIMENT   



One way to test whether the participants were making wise mutual fund choices is to examine how they responded to front-end 

loads in the one month investment horizon condition. Half the funds on each subject’s investment menu had front-end loads, 

ranging from 1.75% to 5.75%. The shorter the investment horizon, the more a fund needs to outperform on an annualized basis 

in order to earn back its load. For a one month investment horizon, it is always in the participants’ interest to choose the funds 

with no front-end loads. To justify investing for one month in a fund with a 2% load, one must expect it to outperform a no-load 

fund by an implausibly large 24 percentage points on an annualized basis. 
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FINDINGS  

T H E  P R O B L E M  W I T H  L O A D S  F O R  O N E  M O N T H  I N V E S T O R S   

 Our experimental participants have higher levels of educa-

tional attainment and financial literacy than the overall U.S. 

population. 

 Despite being more financially literate than the average 

American, most of our participants do not have much confi-

dence in their investment abilities.  About half describe 

themselves as an investor who is “less than knowledgeable” 

or “not at all knowledgeable.” This fact is consistent with 

other surveys on financial literacy. 

 Receiving the Summary Prospectus instead of the statutory 

prospectus did not induce any statistically significant differ-

ences in the average front-end load, back-end load, expense 

ratio, total fees, past one-year return, or past long-horizon 

return of the portfolios chosen. 

 Participants generally did not avoid loads in the one month 

investment period, even though with a one month horizon, 

minimizing loads is the only sensible strategy. 

 There is no evidence that the Summary Prospectus causes 

participants to respond to mutual fund fees more optimally. 

The Summary Prospectus did not cause participants to avoid 

loads more aggressively in the one month investment horizon. 

 The Summary Prospectus did not lead participants to 

change the extent to which they deviate from the naïve diver-

sification strategy of equal allocations to four funds. 

 The Summary Prospectus did not make participants report 

feeling better about their investment decisions. 

 The Summary Prospectus did decrease the average time 

spent on making portfolio allocation decisions, from 31.2 min-

utes for participants who received the statutory prospectus to 

22.5 minutes for participants who received the Summary Pro-

spectus. 

Graph 1 shows the Summary Prospectus did not signifi-

cantly help participants avoid total fees in the one 

month or the one year investment horizon in the Equity 

Portfolio.  The Bond Portfolio’s results were similar.   

Graph 2 shows the Summary Prospectus did not make a 

statistically significant difference in how confident partici-

pants felt about their investment decisions.  
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CONCLUSION  & REAL  WORLD  
IMPLICATIONS   

One of the most important findings of this study is the scope of investor confu-

sion regarding loads. Even when our participants had a one month investment 

horizon—where minimizing loads was the only sensible strategy—they did not 

avoid loads.  We conclude that participants either don’t understand how loads 

work or don’t take them into account. Our study finds that the Summary Pro-

spectus did not help investors think about loads, and therefore did not help in-

vestors “make informed investment decisions.” 

FOR REGULATORS:  

This research demonstrates that the Summary Prospectus does not change, let 

alone improve, portfolio choices. The shorter format of the Summary Prospectus 

does save paper and investors’ time. Regulators should keep this in mind, but 

realize that more change is necessary to help investors understand loads.  

Regulators should also be aware that experiments to evaluate policy proposals 

can be produced extremely rapidly. We learned of the Summary Prospectus pro-

posal in mid-January 2008, and we were able to finish collecting data and tabu-

late preliminary results by the end of February 2008, which we sent to the SEC. 

We believe that in the future, laboratory experiments should become a common 

part of the policy proposal vetting process.  


